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Abstract— Vehicle detection and tracking programs play a powerful and consequential function in the region of traffic 
surveillance. It is used for the protection purpose in unmilitary and military applications which includes highway traffic 

surveillance control, management, and concrete traffic organisat ion. This paper deals with the issue of detecting 

automobile/visitor records from video frames. Numerous researches has been accomplished in this region and plenty of 

techniques had been applied, nevertheless, this region has a lot of area for improvements. we present a concise evaluation 

of automobile counting and detection on the idea of Blob Detection technique and evaluation equipment which utilised  in 

constructing those previously mentioned programs. This technique is attempted to hit upon the vehicle on a specific line to 

lessen the threat of blunders in detecting or counting pixel change. Then the very last counting is executed with the aid of 

using monitoring the detected Vehicle and their regions. The outcomes are motivating and we were given a more than 
92.96% of accuracy in detecting vehicle and monitoring by applying Blob Detection techniques. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In order to resolve the increasing variety of utmost traffic issues, the incorporated use of computers, 
image processing and database, a totally different advanced intelligent shipping program/system 
came into being, the vehicle detection technology is likewise Associate in Nursing increasing count 
of interest of scholars variety at domestic and abroad. Video automobile detection is that the rise 
automobile detection technology in latest time, compare to the standard ring coil detection 
technology, microwave detection technology, it's a number of the additional blessings, alongside 
the simple setup and maintenance, rich records acquisition and wide application, low worth and 
then on. It is a technology for a traffic measure machine that accumulate traffic info from roadside 
and hinges performs a very important part in scores of ITS applications, comprehensive of adaptive 
light management, route coming up with, and nonworker records services. with the exception of 
period operations, traffic knowledge assembled through the years can also perform as a necessary 
helpful resource for a long-time amount planning and body activities. Video automobile 
counting/detection technology to be had along side grey comparison, body distinction, framework 
diminution, optical float, and road markings laws[1],[2]. 

An Automatic automobile counting system uses video statistics obtained from immobile traffic 
cameras, acting causative mathematical task/operations over a mobile frames received from the 
cameras to appraise the count of automobiles found in a very scene. it's merely the cap potential to 
robotically extract and perceive the vehicle records , most well-liked a variety of vehicles, vehicle 
amount, and label from a video. Counting vehicles offers  the knowledge had to attain a basic 
understanding of the flow of traffic in any space under surveillance. So, the first knowledge we  
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have got tried to accumulate is reckoning of vehicles from to be had guests videos from various 
libraries. However, the normal vehicle systems is also declines and not recognised well thanks to the 
amendment in frame because it is occluded by background trees and alternative moving objects. 

The purpose of this modern studies is to broaden an automated vehicle detecting system that could 
operate on moving frames captured from desk bound cameras on highways. Cameras installation near 
crossroads and counting the wide variety of automobiles crossing a gap in a specific time interval for 
in addition of collected car/visitors statistic. An easy method becomes executed to address the trouble 
by the use of Blob detection computer vision primarily based item detection, unplanned local 
detecting, and tallying of detected items on the basis of easy rules[3], [4]. 

II. RELATED METHODS 

The world’s swiftly developing and increasing traffic has led to even within the standard deliberate road 
networks. This congestion affects an absence of your time and productivity and contributes to excessive 
economic. so as to handle the congestion drawback, while not continual road creation comes, traffic 
management and manipulation techniques had been followed to higher create use of this route 
infrastructure. However, with the intention to expand powerful control or manipulate strategies, 
information is found. Previous records are wanted for analysis, expand project even as real-time 
measurements can offer updated results, signs of typical overall performance for set-off results. This 
document is wanted over massive regions with several situations. Monitoring systems need for 
consequently be scalable, offer allotted and sensing, be sturdy to a large form of natural situations and 
characteristic passive transmission and storage.[5],[6]. 

In current years of researches, diverse techniques had been carried out on this specific region of 
detecting automobile information however still the area of improvement is present because it requires 
development in spotting and monitoring for accurate observation. It carried out the approach of digital 
line based detector which specifically makes use of more than one time, everyone obtained from a 
junction line at the package of a highway video. This approach can be distinctly useful in sensible 
transportation structures but average accuracy might or might not be fantastic in large number of 
visitors condition. The 2d accomplished an technique of tracking viable automobile with in the detailed 
undetectable region with the useful resource of the use of accumulating the appearance- primarily based 
totally capabilities and edge-primarily based totally capabilities but the outcomes are slightly 
disheartening because of the complex background. Feed- beforehand network has been used to choose 
out the automobiles with the useful resource of the use of P. Rajesh approach for solving troubles at the 
side of classification, clustering, and feature approximation but it wishes a clean video to enter to save 
you mis-detection of vehicles[7],[8]. 

Zhao and Wang have proposed a brand new concept to be counted number variety of vehicles in 
complex site visitor situations with the resource of the usage of using the statistics from random areas 
and count of automobiles/ vehicle in every direction individually. This method has few obstacles as a 
random area may be recognised if walker regularly go thru a cause of crossing trouble on tack coincide. 
Bouvier fitted out an occasion the employment of particle motion statistics however interrupted traffic 
flow and occlusion might downgrade the results. terribly little vehicles is unmarked thanks to the very 
fact the massive type of junk is also inadequate to come up with a cluster. Soo Siang Teoh and Thomas 
Bräunl projected a mechanism for automobile chase and dominant in consecutive video frames 
completely} totally on clean-out and a dependability side  
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system. the foremost viable region of a detected automobile with within the following video body is 
foretold with the resource of the usage of Kalman clean out associated this statistics is employed by 
the chase characteristic to slender down the hunt place for re-detecting an automobile. It what is more 
allows to disembarrass the irregularities attributable to the dimensions error. to indicate the 
unimaginable fine of chase for the vehicles with with within the chase list, this tool uses dependability 
points. Each automobile is assigned with a reliability aspect, which can be increased or decreased at 
every tracking cycle counting on how steady the automobile is being recognise [9-17]. 

III.       PROPOSED METHOD 

This proposed method of computerised automobile counting and detecting program uses frames of 
video records received from desk-bound highway video cameras, acting some operating mathematical 
operations on each frames a fixed frames acquired from the moving frames to calculate the counting 
of automobiles found in a frame. In every frame, It metamorphose the items in movement from 
stationary objects through monitoring spotting objects interior a particular area, after which counting 
is carried out in square box(called as Counting box) which is detected as change in pixel in particular 
box at particular frame of time. 

A. Blob Detection 

It is a method through which program can hint the movement of vehicle inside the video frame. It 
is a set of change in pixels that predicts as an object. This detection process reveals the this methods 
role in respective video frames. Its region have to be described earlier than any detection in which 
Pixels with comparable small values / colour values are set collectively to discover it. Each plane has 
diffused contrast in the actual international case, so if the easiest one mild or colour price is picked, it 
might be only very small number of pixel changes . When seeking to sets of video frames into 
beneficial additives it is probably vain as a whole segment. 

It refers to segment which can be pointed toward detecting factors and/or areas with inside the 
video frames that vary in characteristics like brightness or colour as compared to the surrounding. 
Numerous stimulation for analysing and growing blob detection. The fundamental purpose is to offer 
complementary statistics approximately areas, which isn't always received from area detectors or nook 
detectors. It is used to reap areas of hobby for in addition processing. These areas may want to sign the 
presence of items or components of items with inside the photograph area with software to item 
popularity and/or item tracking. 

In this Blob algorithm, we are going to record the number of pixels in video frame(Blobs frame).It 
can be detected the base location of actual pixel to form an area by keeping in remind that “on” is 
represented by black pixels while “OFF” is represented by white Pixels. 

The base  characteristics are as follows: 

• To initiate the program, generate a frame of the image, which could be used as background 
copy of algorithm. 

• Basic output: 
a. Return 0, if pixel is turned off. 
b. Return 0 if pixel is turned out of bound. 
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• Recursive Output; 
a. If black pixel occurs- 
i.Switch off the currently operating pixel 
ii. Return ‘“ON” with the addition of eight surrounding pixels. 

B. Tracking and Counting 

Tracking is executed simplest with in a selected area of the video in particular frame, referred 
to as SquareBox, to make certain unnecessary unembellished in calculation and better tracking. 
The inexperienced container is the region. It is performed through searching for centre in a square 
location round centre detected in the previous video frame, Now no longer observed then it is 
delivered to a ‘tracks’ matrix as a found vehicle. 

 
                                          Fig.2 Vehicle detection result of frame 1 
 

 

 
                                          Fig.3 Vehicle detection result of frame 6 
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                                                       Fig.4 Vehicle detection result of frame 15 

 

III.   RESULTS 
. 

The experimental end result is to evaluate automatic counting device counts incredibly plenty less 
than the real extensive variety of automobiles due to the fact of congestion and heavy visitors float 
country of affairs in a single scenario. Statistical laptop resourceful and prescient approach proposed 
through counts greater count of Vehicle than the real extensive variety of automobile in moving 
frames due to the stats of the effective mistakes factor. 

We tried to count pixel change in a square box which increases it accuracy to detect or count 
vehicle.The average success rate or accuracy is determined by counting through program(counting 
number along with detected vehicle) with respect to manual counting. 

    TABLE 1 Average Accuracy of our method and other method[2] 

 

 

Video 
 

Proposed Method 
 

Other Method 

1 Number of 
vehicle-121 
Number of 
Vehicle 
detected-116 
Success Rate-
95.87% 

Number of 
vehicle-17 
Number of 
Vehicle detected-
13 
Success Rate-
74.47% 

2 Number of 
vehicle-13 
Number of 
Vehicle 
detected-13 
Success Rate-
100% 

Number of 
vehicle-27 
Number of 
Vehicle detected-
24 
Success Rate-84% 
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3 Number of 
vehicle-12 
Number of 
Vehicle 
detected-
10 
Success Rate-83% 

Number of 
vehicle-59 
Number of 
Vehicle detected-
57 
Success Rate-
96.66% 

Aver
age 

Success Rate-92.96% Success Rate-
91.26% 

 

 

IV.  CONCLUSIONS 

An easy and accurate system is that, which minimizes  the error in detecting the vehicle and 
reducing the time of detection. The proposed method helps for counting the automobiles in a very 
different traffic condition of the less, large, and excessive traffic with more efficiently and accurately. 
It is because the proposed method only detects the pixel change in specific region of video frame. The 
quandary of the proposed technique is that for each camera knowledge, it gives a substantial quantity 
of calibration of the argument to realise the simplest tracking/counting. It needs more interval of time 
in extremely dense traffic condition. 

 

V.            RESULTS 

 
The experimental end result is to evaluate automatic tracking/counting of automobiles from 

the videos frames with the guide counting carried out with the aid of using the researcher (ground 
truth). The assessment consequences acquired through the proposed set of rules had been as 
compared with a comparable motive set of rules proposed through the other method and 

supplying the best achievement for detecting the motors in a visitors surveillance program. In our 
program, over all of the consequences are appropriate and may also be accomplished in actual 
time country of affairs in which we get greater than 92.96% of common correct counting. 
Automatic automobile 
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